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Hitik Saini 
Software Developer & Designer 
An adaptable and passionate individual with an ability to work independently, making critical decisions during challenges, creating effective
solutions, and developing opportunities that further establish organizational goals. 

hitik9045saini@gmail.com 7830753454 

Roorkee, India hitiksaini.com 

linkedin.com/in/hitik-saini-042691193 github.com/hitiksaini 

WORK EXPERIENCE 
Flutter Developer Lead 
Logistifie 
01/2023 - Present,  London, United Kingdom 

Designed, implemented, and tested Logistifie Passenger App
using BLoC/Cubit + provider pattern, Google Maps for iOS &
Android 

Improved the user interface & functionality of Logistifie Driver App
to increase sales and migrated flutter v2.7 codebase to latest 

Implemented real-time changes with pusher throughout the app
to increase productivity of drivers & passengers 

Rapid cloning & branding of driver + passenger apps for customers
and listing them on google play store for Android and app store
for iOS 

Sr. Flutter Developer 
Applore Technologies 
05/2022 - 11/2022,  Noida, Uttar Pradesh 

Maintain and implement new features - JK Mobility-Fleet app 

Develop and write scalable code for a complex map-based
application using flutter maps - Habitus 

Developed scalable apps using REST APIs & state-management
tools such as provider and bloc 

iOS Developer Intern 
Cubastion Consulting 
01/2022 - 05/2022,  Gurugram, Haryana 

Worked on application responsible for marking attendance using
facial recognition through iPad 

Integrated iOS application xNet(company's product) with new set
of APIs as per requirements 

Performing daily debugging for improvement of existing
applications 

Developed and integrated new features in existing iOS apps while
maintaining code scalability 

EDUCATION 
B.E in Computer Science & Engineering 
Chandigarh University 
07/2018 - 07/2022,  7.6 CGPA 

Intermediate 
Montfort School Roorkee 
04/2017 - 04/2018,  81.4 % 

SKILLS 

C, C++, Dart, Python UI/UX Flutter iOS 

NodeJS Firebase Git, GitHub, BitBucket 

HTML,CSS,JS AWS, GCP Figma, Canva 

HONORS & AWARDS 
Conference Call with Prime Minister of India   
Shortlisted by MHRD(now MoE) for a live conference call with Shri
Narendra Modi on 01 AUG, 2020 to present my SIH project 

Winner - Smart India Hackathon'20 
Declared as a Winner in SIH 2020 Software edition for solving
problem statement DM-83 (World's Biggest Hackathon) 

Indiaskill2021 
Qualified for competing in Web Technologies from Punjab state 

National Technology Week 2023 
Invited to a week-long mega-tech event where ministries of govt.
of India showcased their innovative ideas & projects while PM of
India addressed the event [9-14may 2023 - Delhi] 

PROJECTS 
Frently : B2B/B2C Rental Platform   

Organizing renting industry of India while promoting renting
culture 

See more at : https://www.frently.in 

Krishak Sevak   
Interprets previous year Irrigation & Agricultural census data
to draw valuable insights for farmers and predict future
conditions 

Websites 
Mozilla Chandigarh 

CU Placement Dashboard 

Fluwid's Landing Page 

VOLUNTEER EXPERIENCE 
Mozilla Chandigarh Lead(2020 - 2021) 
Managed a community of 2500+ members for organising tech
events & webinars 

Cisco Campus Ambassador (2021 - 2022) 
Collaborated with Cisco's team to educate college students about
the culture & opportunities at Cisco 

Mentoring & Event Speaker 
Delivered online events & mentored students in communities like :
DSC[CU, UMIT], GirlScript Dehradun, CSoC-CU [CodeChef] 
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